INTRODUCTION
BIBCON is a general purpose data management system for BIBliographic records CONtrol (i.e., for creating, manipulating, formatting and outputting of MARC structured bibliographic records from catalog card input data). The system, shown in Figure 1 , consists of seven basic programs which functionally divide into two parts: (a) four programs for creation and correction of MARC-like records; and (b) three programs and an IBM utility sort for formation of book catalog entries from these records. Obviously, a detailed description of such a large and complicated system is impossible in one journal article. A detailed description of the system specifications and user instructions has been prepared and published by the California State Library. 1 The BIBCON system was cooperatively developed by the Institute of Library Research, Berkeley; the Library Systems Development Project, Santa Barbara; and the Library Systems Offices at the Santa Cruz and Berkeley campuses of the University of California. The system was developed in response to the needs of the University of California ( UC) and of the California State Library ( CSL) for efficient production of author, title, and added entry listings of their monographic holdings for distribution to their respective clientele groups.
The general system requirements for both libraries were the same: identification progresses on the basis of two signal symbols which are inserted between fields during input and on the basis of the order and content of the fields. When a control or variable field is identified, a standard MARC record directory entry is created, containing the AFR-MARC II field tag, the length of the field, and the starting character position of the field ( Figure 2 ) . Necessary indicators and subfield delimiters are also created and placed in their proper positions in the field's data stream, and the field, along with its field terminator, is placed into the area set aside for data fields.
AFR-MARC II Records
It is important to emphasize that the system produces MARC-like records rather than full MARC records. While the basic record structure is exactly like that of standard Library of Congress MARC, distinctions such as personal versus corporate main entry are not shown by the field tagging and the degree of subfield delimiting is extremely restricted. 5 Compare the list of variable field tags for AFR-MARC II (Automatic Field Recognition MARC II) records to that for LC-MARC II (Library of Congress MARC II) records (Figures 2 and 3 ). At present, AFR-MARC II provides detailed subfield tagging for only two fields, call number ( 090) and title ( 245). This lack of detailed discrimination causes no problem, however, for output of book catalog entries. It can affect filing sequence, since ALA filing rules depend on such distinctions as personal versus corporate author to determine proper sorting.
The decision to omit detailed subfield discrimination is a concession to cost. The two principal developers ( UC and CSL) decided that, for book catalog production, detailed subfield delimiting would be of little value and that the benefits of such detail (i.e., ability to sort according to LC filing rules) would not justify the added costs in editing, input, programming, and processing which would be required to provide this detail.
A sample of an AFR-MARC II record created by the Automatic Field Recognition program is shown in Figures 4 and 6 . It can be contrasted with the LC-MARC II record for the same title ( Figures 5 and 7) . Both a machine-based representation (Figures 4 and 5 ) and a formatted output example ( Figures 6 and 7) of the record are shown. AFR will accept input created by a variety of methods. The decision on input method is based principally on cost. Since input costs can vary widely as a result of various local conditions, provision has been made in the BIBCON system to accept data in card or tape format. Keypunch and Optical Character Recognition (OCR) input are the two methods used thus far. A sample OCR input record appears in Figure 8 . While input instructions will vary according to the input method used, the four basic keying requirements remain the same:
1. Begin an input record with an identification number. 2. Place a field separator symbol before each field (i.e., each indention on the catalog card). 3. Place a different symbol (called a "location" symbol) after call number and after the library location data. Variations on these four basic rules may be required because of restrictions of the input device used, because of variations in content or form of the input data, or because output specifications require nonstandard treatment by the programs. The task of manipulating the varying input into a form which is acceptable to AFR is performed by a program called PREAFR.
PRE AUTOMATIC FIELD RECOGNITION (PREAFR)
This program provides the interface between any one of the different input methods and the AFR program. Basically, PREAFR accepts data from keypunched cards, and OCR PREAFR accepts it from tape records. Both forms of the preprocessing program combine input data segments until an end-of-record symbol is reached, indicating that all the data for one bibliographic record have been assembled. A character by character search is made, and special characters and diacriticals which were input as special codes are translated into the values necessary for output processing. 
Fig. 7. LC-MARC II PRINTSUS Output Format
In addition the program can perform several editing and checking func,.. tions. These functions are optional and are dependent upon the input equipment and upon the wishes of the user. Options such as deletion of data on the basis of special input symbols, checking to determine that the record control number is valid, and production of a file of control numbers for records in which data could not be interpreted by the input device are standard.
Because this program provides the interface between different, nonstandard input methods and one standard record formatting program, it is very user-dependent. The basic logic will remain the same, but individual options will have to be added or subtracted by each separate user. 
Fig. 9. PREAFR Output Data-Printed From Tape Record
PREAFR produces a file of variable length, machine-readable records ( Figure 9 ) which are passed to AFR for formatting into a MARC structure with limited MARC II tagging as described in the section on AFR.
RECORD PROOFING AND CORRECTING PRINTS US
PRINTSUS is an output program which provides formatted AFR-MARC II records, showing field tag, subfield delimiters, indicators, etc. This printout is designed for proofing of the MARC records created by AFR. Samples of this type output appear in Figures 6 and 7 .
FIX
By processing data according to "FIX commands" this program corrects records in MARC format, operating as a context editor. Corrections can be made to content or structure. Entire records can be deleted and new records can be created using FIX "correction" statements. When any change is made, FIX automatically updates the record's leader and directory to reflect the record as changed.
There are two input files: bibliographic records, in MARC format, and the FIX correction data. The input records file must be in MARC format and must be in the same order (by record I.D. numbers) as the FIX correction data file in order to successfully update the records.
The FIX program method of making corrections is based on the FIX expression, which can be considered as a "language," with rules of grammar governing the structure of expressions (sentences), the order of elements within the expressions and the possible contents of each element (see Figure 10) .
Output Processor
The output processor consists of three programs and an IBM utility sort program. These general-purpose programs, which are designed to create book catalog page output, allow a variety of options for sorting as well as formatting.
SORT KEY EDIT ( SKED)
This program performs two major functions (Figure 11 ) as follows: (a) from a single MARC record it creates a record for each point of access to that record as specified by the program user; and (b) it establishes a 256 character sort key at the head of each record extracted. The file is then passed to an IBM sort package for sequencing.
Record Extraction
SKED does not actually extract data from the original MARC record. Instead, it replicates the full record for each access point specified. It is left to the BIBLIST program to extract the required data from these records. Thus, if a particular bibliographic record should have five access points (one for main entry, one for title, two for subjects, and one for some other added entry), SKED would output five full MARC records. Essentially the only differences in the output SKED records would be in the data found in the sort keys prefixed to each record. The record for main entry access would contain main entry data as its first element; the title entry access record would contain title data first, etc.
Sort Key Creation
Data for the sort key are selected on the basis of user-specified tables. 
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When the data are placed into the sort key, various editing functions are performed; some are required and others are performed only at the user's request. This editing includes translation of all alphabetics to upper case so that they will all have the same sort value, deletion of initial articles in several languages, and insertion of blanks in certain locations in order to provide for a proper sort.
Another option allows the user to specially prepare the data to be placed in the sort key. Thus, if the title of a book, for example, contained numeric data or abbreviations, this option would allow the user to prepare data in a specified field by translating the numerics or abbreviations to their alphabetic equivalents so that the title would sort according to standard library filing rules. This specially prepared field would then be placed in the sort key for title added entry, instead of the actual title as found in the title field.
BIBLIOGRAPHIC RECORDS LISTING ( BIBLIST)
BIBLIST is the program which formats individual entries for output. BIBLIST, like SKED, is a table driven program, and on the basis of userspecified options it extracts the fields needed for each type of book catalog entry. The program adds necessary spaces, numerals, words, phrases, and symbols as requested. The column width is specified by the user, and BIBLIST formats the entries according to this specification. The data stream is broken only at a blank, so no words are split between lines. A list and a description of some of the standard BIBLIST options are included in Figure 13 .
BIBLIST creates a file of records, which are also, incidentally, MARC structured and which contain all of the instructions necessary for the final program ( PAGEFORM) to array full pages of the book catalog.
PAGE FORMATTING (PAGEFORM)
P AGEFORM relies on user specified options in table format to establish: the number of columns per catalog page; the length of these columns; the width of the left, right, top, and bottom margins; and the width of the gutters between columns. PAGEFORM numbers the pages at center bottom, establishes entry headings, and combines two or more entries under identical headings.
Finally, if the user wishes, P AGEFORM provides that individual entries Output Options Currently Provided by BIBLIST 
Book Catalog Samples
Figures 14 and 15 show samples of catalogs produced with the BIBCON system. 6 • 7 For these catalogs the page masters were formatted by BIBCON and printed on a line printer. These page masters were then photo-reduced and the resultant paper masters were duplicated by usual offset methods.
Processing Costs
OCR Keying: 400 character record@ 3,000 strokesj hr 8-10 min/record @ $.06/min= $ .48 OCR Scanning:
15 records/min @ $.45/min = $ .03 Program Processing:
All programs: Est. 5 sec @ $.10j sec = $ .50 TOTAL $1.01/output record More detailed costs will be prepared by the California State Library and will be reported as they are available.
Evaluation
The BIBCON system accepts unedited data, formats it into a MARClike record, and produces book catalog output with a variety of options. The system is particularly useful for "listing" projects that require a range of output products and formats.
The advantages and disadvantages are summarized as follows:
Advantages: 1. Tagged Input Unnecessary: Because of the formatting and tagging abilities of the Automatic Field Recognition program, BIBCON can produce MARC records from input which has not been manually supplied with any of the MARC field tags. 2. Versatility:
The output processing programs provide for a wide variety of output formats. With the addition of programs to produce files for photocomposition, the output options will be even more varied. 3. National Standard:
BIBCON produces and processes records in the Library of Congress MARC format which has been established as the international standard for computer-based bibliographic records. The BIBCON system has been installed and is operational at the University of California and in Sacramento for the California State Library. It has already been used to produce catalogs of all sorts, from small, topical catalogs to large union lists of monographs and of se-OPTIONS: The wide range of options provided by the system necessitates highly complex programs which may be difficult for the average programmer to grasp readily.
Equipment Dependency:
IBM: Because the programs are written in IBM Basic Assembler Language, the system is presently usable on IBM equipment only.
Conclusion
The BIBCON-360 .system is a versatile and inexpensive method for producing book catalogs, when a wide range of format options are i·equired and when the catalogs must contain bibliographic information with more than one entry or access point per bibliographic record. If a simple, main entry catalog is needed, microfilm reproduction of the catalog cards may still be much cheaper.
BIBCON-360 is most useful for producing large scale catalogs (e.g., union catalogs) to be distributed widely to assist in the effort to provide the widest possible dissemination of library information at the least possible cost.
